
lighter. What was the gang up to?
Ahhh, a sheep rescue, its fleece
had got caught in some wire.

Popeye now brought us down
to the river and plenty of shiggy.
The cathedral was in sight, can’t
be far from home, but we twisted
and turned and there was Popeye
again with his sunshade and a
boat, this time with mulled wine
and some fresh posh crisps. What
a hero, he knows how to keep
hashers happy.  Just as we
thought we were on the home
straits, we were led a pub where
we were met by the blue trailers
who just carried on by, while the
green/pinkers helped Abba with
his bike chain and mud.

A round of applause to Popeye
who kept us out on trail for a
good couple of hours without any
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trodden in and then discovered
everyone checking, their shoes,
trousers and anywhere they
could.  We could not get rid of
the dog poo smell.  Cardiff
rushed back and forth keeping
the pack together while we were
still on white flour but then came
the big divide.  The waverers
took one look at the green and
blue trail which went up and
decided to take the pink which
went down.  The pink trail ran
along a beautiful scene of council
house back gardens, the blue trail
a scenic view of Salisbury.
Suddenly the trails met lo and
behold Popeye was espied high
up on a ridge.  Knowing that this
could be a sip stop all the Pinkies
including FO climbed a hill for
their reward from Popeye – a
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cold Gin and Tonic, posh crisps
and a sun umbrella (minus shade).
We were just in time to see the six
blue runners including Stilton,
Cardiff, the soon to be named
Balls Breaker, Shergar…appear
at the top of a ridge.  Never trust
Popeye when he is grinning – he
pulled a rope and fire crackers
cracked around the quarry making
Shergar live up to her name,
jumping higher than usual as she
abseiled down to receive her
reward of a G & T.

The pack split again. But oh
trouble, the green/pinks had lost
their trail.  After much toing and
froing and wringing of hands and
even checking, Olive Oyl decided
to call Popeye on her mobile
phone and find the solution.  Of
course Popeye obliged – not.

Why the puzzled faces at 14.00
Saturday at the White Hart?  The
answer a multicoloured missive
from Popeye.  Not only had he
set us a Saturday run, he had set
three different trails in differing
colours denoting the teams.
Something like Boisterous Blues,
Gammy Greens and Petulant
Pinks.  Each had copious
instructions about how they were
going to weave, green can divert to
pink, pink to green but blue stays
blue, and strict notes about not to
leave the trail so as not to miss the
sip stops and definitely not to
miss the abseiling.

A swift circuit of the old town
and phew could we smell the
countryside.  Bonn Bugle kept
giving her shoes a surrupticious
glance to look at what she had

After much debate as to whether
some green in the distance was in
fact green flour, a canoe or a
hosepipe there then came the
next distraction.  Hans der
Schwanz’ face list up in delight.
There was a woolly sheep calling
out to him.  He leapt over the
fence and strode up to her pretty
behind.  Humungous Fungus not
wanting to miss out leapt after
him and approached her front on.
Short An noticing a jolly
threesome did not want to miss
out on any action and joined them
in the field.  There was some
grappling and bleating while we
all cheered them on.  Clever
Trevor, now clearly interested,
looked for stones to bring to the
party but could only find
turnips! Lesley provided a
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And Some News:
1.  AGM run April 22nd

2.  Officials dinner April 20th
Sergeants Mess. TA Centre.
Ewell

3.  Vineyard trip, Portugal.
Sept 7 - 9th 2007.
Price £110. Names with
money to BB. More details to
follow in a flyer.

of us moaning or groaning and
providing us with full
entertainment.  Shame about the
poor sods who missed it as they
were busy shopping for new
jackets or eating their lunches.
County Casuals never knew what
hit them that weekend.   ONON

BB


